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0 of 0 review helpful An entertaining read By Charlie This is the third in the series and picks up shortly after the 
second book At times I thought it wasn t quite moving along but then things happen and it s in gear There s some 
pretty harrowing torture and SERE that s no doubt based on his personal experience as he was captured twice in his 
career I like reading stories by guys that have BTDT Some cool tec SEAL Team Six and Thomas Crocker are back 
hunting their most elusive adversary yet The Falcon SEAL Team Six operative Thomas Crocker is no stranger to 
missions of the highest national importance and the gravest danger But this time the mission hits close to home The 
Iranian terrorist he and his squad are chasing is the same man who kidnapped his wife months before the Falcon who 
has been stealing Libyan nuclear material and is laying plans for From Booklist Mann and Pezzullo rsquo s latest 
novel featuring SEAL Chief Warrant Officer Thomas Crocker and his team has them facing both a terrorist and 
problems at home Crocker rsquo s wife was kidnapped and r 
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